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 This book displays how easy it can be to fortify nutritional status in this critical period. Blaylock - a
respected doctor and clinical assistant professor of neurosurgery - has developed an easy-to-follow
program to fight naturally.Tumor and current cancer treatments wage war on your body, but Russell L.
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Because of her progress my wife's radiologist calls her his "poster kid" My partner has been battling
malignancy for 5 years, the past 2.5 years, stage IV breast cancer. In November of 2013, she awoke with
a terrible headache which ended up being caused by overlapping tumors throughout her human brain.He also
says incorrectly that lemons, will acidify your blood, they are an alkalizing agent. At some time you realize
that your oncologist isn't treating cancer, but is handling the symptoms. Blaylock's publication, where we
also discovered our list of refreshing produce to use to make the juice/smoothie. Another brain scan
exposed the tumors were significantly diminished and my wife's headaches were almost nonexistent. This
book may be the first place I'd begin. a source of vicious misinformation. To boost glutathione levels, we
ingest raw, break up garlic, consider NAC, and several other supplements suggested in this book. There are
numerous, well described therapies throughout. Dr. Great Publication but missing key points We give this
five celebrities, but it has some short comings. Therefore the amount of Supplement D3 he prescribes is
quite low.. This book is the perfect companion for anybody facing cancer treatment who is looking for
support in a functional medicine mode.Because of her improvement my wife's radiologist phone calls her his
"poster kid". This book was absolutely amazing! However my sister won't change her diet plan, but at least
I've the information and might be able to help another person later on. I was already very acquainted with
Dr.His remedies for herbs aka Materia Medica is pretty rudimentary and I would recommend William Cho's

books by Springer Verlog on Materia Medica and consulting with an ND or Chiropractor on an evidenced
based herbal system.! He's a board-accredited neurosurgeon, who during writing this book had treated
cancer sufferers for 30 years. His advice and information was simply amazing.. He gives specific information
about which form of vitamin is most beneficial and what the dose should be. He tells you the best way to
prepare vegetables therefore much more. He clarifies which things ought to be started before treatment
begins, if that is feasible. He's a board-certified neurosurgeon I purchased this after my sister was
diagnosed with breast cancer.. And I have a fourth to give to someone later on that might need it. But
when I read the name "Blaylock" that was it for me. Personally i think like God pointed me right to it
when I possibly could have gone forward and bought a different book. You will not be sorry for selecting
this reserve. No vomiting, not even tired. A wealth of nutritional knowledge to fight cancer. This is my go-
to reference book for all things natural that help in the fight against cancer. Dr. Blaylocks doses rates are
far too low, imo.D.. I don't have cancer but my wife does (Stage IIIC Colorectal). We also started taking
supplements suggested in Dr. After that, like us, you will hopefully venture out and do your own research
to learn how to actually treat cancers. She could stop acquiring steroids for the swelling. Blaylock explains
why it's important to protect your good cells, not merely from tumor, but from what may be worse.For
reasons uknown, Blaylock ignores the substantial proof that high dosages of Vitamin C in IV form has been
shown to become a very effective treatment for cancer.Still he gets therefore much 'right' if you're only
going to recommend one reserve to a cancer individual this should be it, as its most current. Cancer
individuals should get 2x weekly IV vitamin C shots or take liposomal supplement C, 10 grams a day, daily.
Find Hoffer/Linus Paulings book, 'Healing Cancer' where they provide a statistically proven
vitamin/supplement program that will increase survival time 500 %. Blaylock should be ashamed for missing
this epic study since it was done by a 2X Nobel Prize Winner. I aslo highly suggest readers understand the
science behind Blaylocks recommendation by reading Orthomolecular Medicine for Everyone by Dr. Abram
Hoffer. Hoffer gives many, many organic treatment programs for diseases, including one for cancers in his
publication.Blaylock needs to badly rewrite this publication on Vitamin C dosages and forms! Primarily, it has
arrive to my attention that Blaylock has made an appearance in a RW conspiracy-theorist Alex Jones You

Tube video. This is a significant fail, imo, in light of recent and past scientific evidence. Blaylock may have
been influenced by the Mayo Treatment centers highly rigged study on Supplement C which Dr..He also does
not unearth the truth that 50k IU a time of Supplement D3 was found in the 1920 to take care of
cancer until the patent was more than turned.. Discover Jeff Bowles latest book on Vitamin D3 in high



dosages.Also recently high doses of Vitamin B1, within an oil soluable form is being used to treat cancers in
Japan and other degenerative diseases, around 1-2 grams per day. Blaylock will not proselytize, he basically
states the scientific details of what has been shown to be helpful - or detrimental - based on scientific
analysis and his own encounters as an M. She started whole head radiation from the doctor and whole,
natural, fruit and veggie juice/smoothies from me (with the help of a 2 hp Vitamix blender). Blaylock and
believe he's directly on target with his tips.Also he leave out such potent anticancer herbs simply because
Neem Leaf (today being made into a patented drug for cancer), Cannibis Oil (today in phase one trials in
the united kingdom for brain cancer, in a patented, synthetic form), and Sodium Dicholoroacetate, a close
to 'cure most' miracle treatment available in Canada, through Medicor, Toronto and the highly effective
German Hyperthermia treatments. However the AMA would pull his license I suppose if he discussed those
natural remedies for cancer that aren't toxic and carcinogenic like rad/chemo is usually. The dose prices he
prescribes are much too low and in the wrong form.. It's a shame that Blaylock does not promote
Orthomolecular Medicine to his readers. Chemo, Radiation?. I am students of Blaylock's. I've browse 3 of his
books and obtain his newsletter. He goes into detail about minerals and vitamins, chemo, radiation, and
surgery.. I trust this guy and also have already bought many copies as gifts for two nurse practitioners
that I understand.and what he says holds true. I gave this book to friends who adopted the

recommendations in this reserve CLOSELY. They felt good completely chemo and radiation!! Your physician
may tell you that nutrition is not important. This book was totally amazing! I hope you will end up as happy
with it as I am!. Hoffer did most of his ground breaking focus on nutrition, high doses of
vitamins/minerals/amino acids and cancers during the 1950s and 1960s and 1970S. (There are several
recent studies that display that B supplements are not good for men.in fact they didn't miss a day time of
work (except treatment times) !!!.! Read this!!.but keep in mind he's not the main one puking his guts out.
Cancer tumor can be inconvenient and it takes work and time and energy to heal.... This books works
together with those who are taking a chemo and the ones you cannot consider chemo drugs for
malignancy.Drink the veggies, consider the supplements and feel great! Never give up Easy to comprehend.
Alex Jones is an extremist & A great book for our times Just what a wonderful book. I have a copy,
bought one for a friend and informed my sister to get the book. You need to keep you disease fighting
capability strong.. Five Stars STILL READING BOOK Healing power Ok Great book Very well written book,
I am finding such great information in it. Required reading.... The book is filled with great food and
supplement suggestions to help with everything from chemotherapy and radiation unwanted effects to
slowing down and halting the development and spread of tumor. Help yourself.. So informative., the radiation
and chemo cancer treatments. Highly recommended reading for ALL since cancers is affecting our entire
population. Five Stars lots of good information great to have if you know any one who's fighting cancer
Natural Approaches for Cancer This book was published in 2003 & requirements updated... Linus Pauling
debunked.that selenium should only be gotten through foods rather than supplements).! There is hope, never
quit! We think the Boswellia/curcumin supplement, coupled with extra virgin olive oil, took the area of the
steroid. Blaylock's association with Alex Jones will not speak well of his credibility or integrity as a physician.
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